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Editorial
This sixth issue of the Digital Data Deception
(DDD) Technology Watch Newsletter is dedicated
to deepfake technology, in terms of recent progress
on research and the current use of the technology
by non-researchers. For this issue, we continue to include a Chinese addendum covering selected research
papers published in Chinese. For the use of deepfake
by non-researchers, we chose to search for relevant
Chinese web pages mentioning deepfake, using the
Google web search engine.
The research papers covered in this Chinese addendum were identified mainly via keyword-based
searches into the English scientific database Scopus
(https://www.scopus.com/) and a similar Chinese
database – the China Online Journals (COJ, 中国学
术 期 刊 数 据 库, https://c.wanfangdata.com.cn/
periodical, which is part of Wanfang Data – 万方
数据知识服务平台 – provided by Wangfang Data
Co., Ltd.). Considering the term “deepfake” and the
corresponding Chinese term “深度伪造” are wellestablished and widely used, we decided to mainly
use their two keywords and their variants for our
search queries. A similar term “deep forgeries” was
also considered because some researchers used it instead of “deepfake”. On Scopus, the following single
search query was used:
deepfake* OR deep-fake* OR "deep fake*" OR
"deep forger*"
On COJ, two separate search queries with a single word were used, one with the English keyword
“deepfake” and the other with the corresponding
Chinese term “深度伪造”. In total 8 papers were
selected, including 2 survey papers, 1 paper on
deepfake generation, 3 papers on deepfake detection, and 2 papers on deepfake-related crime and
legal issues. A 2020 special issue on deepfake in the
Journal of Cyber Security (JoCS, 《信息安全学报》
) was identified from the searches (http://jcs.
iie.ac.cn/xxaqxb/ch/reader/issue_list.aspx?
year_id=2020&quarter_id=2). Some papers from
this JoCS special issue have been covered before ([4,

5, 10] of NL-2021-5-C), and one paper is less about
deepfake but more on adversarial AI. In total, we
selected 3 papers from this JoCS special issue. An ad
hoc search into the JoCS website was also conducted
using the Chinese keyword for “deepfake” (“深度伪
造”), which led to the selection of an additional
paper.
The Google search for Chinese web pages mentioning deepfake focused more on existing software
tools and online services and their use in real-world
applications. In total, 8 separate search queries were
conducted, by combining the English and Chinese
words for deepfake and four Chinese words “软件”,
“工具”, “平台” and “服务” that mean “software”,
“tool”, “platform” and “service”, respectively. Web
pages returned were screened and inspected manually to extract relevant tools and services, until
Google Search showed the following message “In
order to show you the most relevant results, we
have omitted some entries very similar to the ...
already displayed.” Some separate Google search
queries were also conducted to search for oﬀicial web
pages of some tools and services, based on names and
keywords mentioned on some of the returned web
pages.
As in previous issues, for each paper covered we
provide an objective summary of the research and
our more subjective editorial comments. We also
paid attention to datasets used and source code releases, but did not observe any. This consolidated the
previous observation that Chinese researchers seem
less active in releasing their source code and data in
public.
Following the practice of the previous issue, the
References section lists only the 8 research papers
selected for this special issue. We embed relevant
URLs and other references cited in the main text.
We hope you enjoy reading the Chinese addendum of this issue. Feedback is always welcome, and
should be directed to ddd-newsletter@kent.ac.uk.
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List of Acronyms
• ASV: Automatic Speaker Verification

• HMM: Hidden Markov Models

• ASVspoof: Automatic Speaker Verification
Spoofing and Countermeasures Challenge

• HOG: Histogram of Oriented Gradient

• BLSTM: Bidirectional LSTM

• LSTM: Long and Short-Time Memory

• CNN: Convolutional Neural Network
• DBN: Deep Belief Network

• RMOAVIS: Regulation for Managing Online
Audio and Video Information Services (《网
络音视频信息服务管理规定》) of China

• DTW: Dynamic Time Warping

• RNN: Recurrent Neural Network

• GMM: Gaussian Mixture Models

• VC: Voice Conversion

• LBP: Local Binary Pattern
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Survey Papers
Introduction
We identified a number of survey papers on deepfake in the Chinese research literature, indicating an
increased level of general interests among Chinese
researchers on this topic in recent years. We decided
to include two survey papers in this section, one covering deepfake generation and detection in general,
and the other one focusing on a narrower area of
speech forgery and detection. Note that in a previous issue we covered one general survey paper on
deepfake ([11] of NL-2021-3-C).

Deepfake Generation and Detection –
General Survey
Li (李旭嵘) et al. [1] conducted a comprehensive survey on deepfake, covering the following areas: 1) deepfake generation methods for facial images (face swapping and fake facial expressions) and
speech forgeries, 2) public datasets for deepfake research (facial videos and speech spoofing), 3) deepfake detection methods, and 4) deepfake and adversarial AI. The authors’ discussions on deepfake generation are relatively brief, however, they did a more
detailed review of existing off-the-shelf tools (see Table 1 in the paper). The paper covers 12 deepfake
datasets (see Table 2 in the paper), but the coverage
on speech forgeries is relatively thin (just 2 datasets).
The paper covers deepfake detection in much greater
detail, and splits reviewed methods into the following six categories: i) traditional image forensic methods based on signal processing techniques in spatial and spectral domains, ii) analysis of biometric

characteristics, iii) detection of visual inconsistencies caused by manipulation to original real facial
images, iv) analysis of characteristics of the deepfake GAN (generative adversarial network) used, v)
data-driven learning at the frame level and for the
whole video, vi) detection of deep speech forgeries.
The authors gave a brief comparison of the five categories of visual deepfakes, as shown in Table 1. They
looked at the relationships between deepfake and
adversarial AI from two angles: a) deepfake generation based on adversarial samples; b) robustness of
deepfake detectors against adversarial samples. After
reviewing related work, the authors also gave their
opinions on different types of risks about deepfake
(reputational damage of people, negative impacts
on face recognition based systems, negative impact
on digital evidence processing, negative impact on
economic activities), and major technical diﬀiculties
related to (lossy) compression, diverse resolutions,
unknown deepfake generation methods, and complicated adversarial AI scenarios. The authors also gave
suggestions for future research, including more generalisable and robust detectors, more proactive and
preventative methods, and joint detection of audiovisual deepfakes. They also recommended more work
in three other broader areas: establishing a wider research community, deepfake-aware legislation, and
training journalists about deepfakes.
Editorial Comments
Although Li (李旭嵘) et al. attempted to conduct a more comprehensive survey, the pa-

Table 1: Comparison of the five types of visual deepfake detection methods summarised in [1].
Category

Key Features

Weaknesses

i

Mature techniques, explainable features

ii

Focusing on local biometric features

iii
iv

Local features, more effective for low-resolution
deepfakes
Very specific features (GAN characteristics)

Image deepfakes only, lossy compression could introduce issues
High error rate for compressed videos, some features not always available, low accuracy
Less generalisable, low accuracy

v

Big data, richer features, high accuracy

High dependency on data and knowledge of the
generation method, less generalisable
High dependency on good datasets, higher impact
of unknown data types and compression
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Figure 1: The end-to-end speech forgery framework in [5].
based on traditional techniques, such as DTW (dynamic time warping), HMM (hidden Markov models) and GMM (Gaussian mixture models), but recently, deep learning models, such as DBN (Deep
Belief Network), LSTM (long and short-time memory), RNN (recurrent neural network) and GAN,
have been more widely used to outperform traditional methods. Regarding speech forgery detection,
the authors classified relevant methods into four
classes: 1) those detecting parametric speech synthesis methods; 2) those detecting waveform-based
speech synthesis; 3) those detecting speech simulation; and 4) those based on deep learning. Based
on the review of related work, the authors also disSpeech Forgery and Detection – More
cussed major challenges and future research trends
Focused Survey
for speech forgeries (multi-style forgeries, low-cost
forgeries, and robust forgeries) and for speech forgery
Tao (陶建华) et al. [5] did a more focused survey detection (more datasets, better generalisability, and
covering speech forgeries and detection, including more explainable and highly robust detectors).
those methods based on deep learning. They clasEditorial Comments
sified speech forgeries into four different types: 1)
speaker style (voiceprint) forgeries, where the aim is
This paper covers speech forgery generato create forged speeches simulating the (learned)
tion more than detection. While listing constyle of a target speaker; 2) vocal timbre forgstruction of more datasets as a major fueries, where the aim is to create high-quality forged
ture research direction, the paper does not
speeches of a target speaker, e.g., based on an end-tocover existing datasets. It mentions ASVspoof
end framework shown in Figure 1; 3) voice prosody
(Automatic Speaker Verification Spoofing
forgeries, where the aim is to simulate a target
and Countermeasures Challenge) 2017 and
speaker’s personalised features such as general atti2019 competitions (https://www.asvspoof.
tude and attention while speaking; 4) speech simulaorg/), but does not give a detailed description
tion, where the aim is to manipulate some attributes
of the competitions and datasets used. Note
of a given speech signal towards a target speaker’s
that this competition started in 2015 and runs
style, without manipulating the content and backbiannually, and has become a major benchground of the input speech signal. For all the four
marking event for speech forgery detection.
types of speech forgeries, earlier methods are mostly
per’s coverage is skewed heavily towards deepfake facial images and videos. The coverage
of deep speech forgeries is relatively thin and
other types of visual deepfakes are not covered. The paper does not cover the deepfake
terminology (e.g., the origin of the term and
other alternative terms) and general architectures of deepfake generation and detection
methods. There is also little discussion on how
different deepfake detection methods compare
with each other quantitatively.
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Deepfake Generation
Introduction
For this category we identified only one paper.
We speculate that many researchers may have considered positive applications of deepfake and therefore tried to avoid using the more negative-leaning
term “deepfake” in their papers on deepfake generation. Other alternative terms they may have used
include “deep synthesis” and “photo-realistic”. We
will consider expanding the search keywords in future, if we decide to cover the topic of deepfake generation again. Note that this terminological issue is
limited to deepfake generation, since the other topic
of deepfake detection naturally refers to more malicious applications of such techniques.

Deep Speech Forgeries
Miao (苗晓孔) et al. [4] proposed an enhanced
voice conversion (VC) method for generating harderto-detect deep speech forgeries, based on more accuLogarithmic base
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rate conversion of the Mel cepstrum. The enhancement is achieved via 1) the use of a bidirectional long
and short-time memory (BLSTM) network with improved depth residuals, 2) an optimised loss function, and 3) the introduction of the global mean
filter to filter out the cepstrum clutter. The overall architecture of the proposed method is shown
in Figure 2, in which the shaded boxes indicate
major changes proposed. As a result, the authors
managed to achieve an increased similarity of the
deepfake speech and the original speech, without reducing the subjective quality perceived by human
ears. They tested the performance of the proposed
method against two automatic speaker verification
(ASV) systems (based on i-vector and x-vector, respectively) to see if they could still recognise converted speeches. The experiments were based on the
CMU ARCTIC speech synthesis datasets (http://
www.festvox.org/cmu_arctic/), under the “male
to female” setting. The results showed that the proposed method defeated both ASV systems perfectly
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Figure 2: The architecture of the proposed deep speech forgery method in [4].
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(i.e., with a 100% success rate). The authors compared their method with two state-of-the-art VC
methods, one based on Gaussian mixture models
(GMM, https://doi.org/10.1109/ICASSP.2015.
7178896), and another based on BLSTM (without
the proposed improvement). They showed that their
method could better preserve both objective and
subjective quality of the converted speeches.

Editorial Comments
Miao (苗晓孔) et al. did not clearly explain
the rationale for the selection of the two specific state-of-the-art VC methods for comparison. The GMM-based method was ranked
second in the Voice Conversion Challenge
(VCC) 2018 (http://www.vc-challenge.
org/vcc2018/), so not the best-performing
method. For the BLSTM-based method, the
authors referred to the VCC 2018 challenge
report, which does not explicitly mention such
a method. The Related Work section of [4]
refers to a 2012 paper for the use of BLSTM
as a general method (https://doi.org/10.
1109/ICASSP.2012.6288834), which may be
the actual method the authors meant for the
BLSTM-based method they chose for comparison.
The authors did not release their source code,
so the reported results cannot be easily validated.
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Deepfake Detection
Introduction
Our literature search returned a number of papers focusing on deepfake detection. All papers are
about detection of deepfake facial images or videos.
This narrow focus is not totally surprising given the
fact that face swapping and transformation remain
the most popular deepfake applications. This also
echoes the narrow focus of the survey paper [1] on facial images and videos for visual deepfakes. In future,
we will consider covering other sub-topics of deepfake detection, which will likely require the use of a
richer set of keywords and more scientific databases,
to have a wider coverage of the research literature.
Of those papers identified, two were covered in a
previous issue ([4, 10] of NL-2021-3-C). We decided
to cover three papers, two on automatic deepfake
detection, and the third on human-based deepfake
detection for forensic analysis.

Automatic Deepfake Detection
Zhang (张怡暄) et al. [8] proposed two different
methods for detecting deepfake facial videos, based
on the observation that the inter-frame differences
of the facial region in deepfake videos tend to be
higher than those in real videos. Both methods are
based on the general framework shown in Figure 3,
but with different feature sets. The first method is
a more traditional one, based on two sets of manually defined features: LBP (local binary pattern)
and HOG (histogram of oriented gradient). The second method uses a range of deep learning models to

automatically extract features: a Siamese network
working with LightCNN, Inception net or ResNet.
To show the performance of the proposed framework
and the two different feature extraction methods,
the authors conducted experiments with two different datasets: FaceForensics++ (http://kaldir.
vc.in.tum.de/faceforensics_benchmark/) and
TIMIT (VidTIMIT https://conradsanderson.
id.au/vidtimit/ and DeepfakeTIMIT https://
www.idiap.ch/en/dataset/deepfaketimit). The
experimental results showed that the deep learning based method significantly outperformed the
first method with the performance figures ranging
between 91-99% for the FaceForensics++ dataset
and between 90-100% for the TIMIT dataset, at
the video detection level. The authors also conducted a comprehensive set of experiments to test
different configurations of the deep learning based
method, showing consistent high performance. They
also compared the eﬀiciency of the two methods,
and observed that the deep learning based method
is much faster for both training and testing phases.
The results indicate that the deep learning based
method has overwhelming better performance in
all areas. The authors also compared the proposed
method with 10 state-of-the-art methods, showing
either a better or comparable performance.
Editorial Comments
This paper proposes a relatively straightforward idea and a general framework, which
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Figure 3: The framework for detecting deepfake facial videos based on inter-frame differences proposed
in [8].
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Figure 4: Comparison of angular changes of the illumination direction over time, for a real video and its
corresponding deepfake version, as evidence supporting the detection method proposed in [2].

seems very extendable. The design and the
experiments conducted look very comprehensive. The performance figures are very promising and also relatively stable across different
settings. Although no source code is provided,
the general framework proposed should be relatively easy to follow for independent implementations.

Li (李纪成) et al. [2] proposed to detect deepfake
facial videos based on observable inter-frame inconsistencies of illumination. The idea is based on the
assumption that even very advanced deepfake models cannot precisely model the complicated lighting
conditions of the external environment, thus leaving
traces of inconsistent illumination across all frames
of the whole video. The method uses the Lambert
illumination model to calculate the 2-D illumination
direction for each frame, and checks if the angular
change of the direction is smooth enough to detect
deepfake videos. Figure 4 shows a comparison of the
angular changes of the illumination direction for a
real video and its deepfake version, from which we
can see the deepfake video has more abrupt changes
at times than real videos. The experiments were conducted with the same two datasets as in [8] (FaceForensics++ and TIMIT). The results showed that
the proposed method performed better on the FaceForensics++ dataset (96.6%) than on the TIMIT

dataset (85.3% for high-quality videos and 88.6%
for low-quality videos). The performance was also
compared with three state-of-the-art methods in the
literature, and the proposed method had the best
performance.
Editorial Comments
When the framework proposed in [8] is compared with the work reported in [2], the former seems less effective. The experimental results in [8] are also less comprehensive, so further validation will be needed. If the better
performance of the general framework in [2]
is genuine, it may be explained qualitatively
by the fact that the illumination directional
changes across frames could actually be covered by some features extracted from interframe differences.

Human-based Deepfake Detection
Wang (王怡) and Yang (杨洪臣) [6] conducted a
conceptual analysis on the different clues a forensic
examiner can follow to detect deepfake facial videos.
They considered five different categories of forensic analysis: metadata, traces of manipulation (eye
blinking, shadows, skin colour, facial shape, positions of key facial features, unnatural facial features,
and inter-frame inconsistencies of facial features),
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violation from photographic principles (view depth
and illumination), overall analysis (e.g., joint audiovisual analysis), and context-based analysis considering the background information of the case under
study. This paper does not provide experimental results or case studies, so it may be seen as a pseudosurvey.

Editorial Comments
This is not primarily a technical paper –
all discussions are around human-conducted
forensic analysis (with assistance of relevant
digital forensic tools). Some of the methods
discussed may help inform human-machine
teaming based deepfake detection.
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Deepfake Use by Non-Researchers
Introduction
As mentioned in the editorial on Page 1 of
this issue, we used Google Search with a series of
keywords-based search queries to identify relevant
Chinese pages mentioning deepfake. Most web pages
returned were news reports, general reviews or commentaries on deepfake. Some web pages, including
some news reports, are about published research papers. Both deepfake generation and detection tools
and services are mentioned in returned web pages.
These two types of tools and services are reviewed
in the following two subsections. In the last subsection, we give some editorial comments for the whole
section.
Please note that our Google search results may
not have covered all deepfake-related software tools
and online services used by Chinese users, but they
offer a representative subset.

沙深度融合网络科技有限公司), which is a company associated with the popular Chinese online social media app Momo (陌陌, http://www.immomo.
com/). Like many other deepfake apps, ZAO leverages face swapping deepfake technologies to enable
a number of deepfake-based features, such as generating deepfake videos by replacing a famous actor’s
face with the user’s own face in a TV show or movie,
or allowing the user to try different hairstyles and
costumes. More about this tool can be found on its
Chinese Wikipedia page (https://zh.wikipedia.
org/wiki/ZAO).

Deepfake Generation Tools and Services
As we expected, many Chinese web pages
mentioned deepfake generation tools developed
by non-Chinese researchers, developers or companies, especially those freely available on mobile
app markets and open-source repositories (e.g.,
GitHub). Notable examples include DeepFaceLab (https://github.com/iperov/DeepFaceLab),
Faceswap (https://faceswap.dev/), Avatarify
(https://avatarify.ai/), Fakeapp (https://
FaceApp
(https://www.
www.fakeapp.org/),
faceapp.com/), Reface (https://reface.app/),
MyVoiceYourFace
(https://myvoiceyourface.
com/), MyFakeApp (https://bitbucket.org/
radeksissues/myfakeapp),
Botika
(https:
//botika.io/), Synthesia AI video generator (https://www.synthesia.io/), MyHeritage
Deep Nostalgia (https://www.myheritage.com/
deep-nostalgia), DeepArtEffect (https://www.
deeparteffects.com/), and DeepFake-o-meter
(http://zinc.cse.buffalo.edu/ubmdfl/deep-ometer/).
For deepfake generation tools produced by Chinese researchers and developers, and those developed
for Chinese users, ZAO (https://apps.apple.com/
cn/app/zao/id1465199127) is the tool mostly discussed. ZAO is a mobile app operated by the Changsha Shenduronghe Network Technology Co., Ltd (长

(a) The input image

(b) The output image

Figure 5: An example of the face swapping
feature of the Meitu AI Open Platform,
created by us using a public domain image
(https://pixabay.com/photos/womanheadscarf-face-girl-lady-918776/) as the
input.
Another class of software tools and online services related to deepfake are for photo and video
editing. Typical examples are Meitu XiuXiu or
MeituPic (美图秀秀, https://pc.meitu.com/) and
the Meitu AI Open Platform (美图 AI 开放平台,
https://ai.meitu.com/) developed by Meitu Inc.
(美图公司). The original purpose of such tools and
services is to “beautify” imperfect photos or to create highly personalised photos and videos with special effects. Some special effects are deepfake-based,
e.g., the Meitu AI Open Platform has a face swapping feature (https://ai.meitu.com/algorithm/
imageEditing/facefuse?t=1622475696499,
see
Figure 8 for an example). Another very similar online service is Tencent Cloud Shentu, which has
two deepfake-based features – Face Transformation
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Figure 6: A screenshot of the web page of the Tencent Youtu Open AI Platform. The page shows an example of the face gender transformation, and the second-level navigation menu shows other deepfake-related
special effects the platform supports, most of which seem to be based on deepfake techniques.
(腾讯云神图·人像变换, https://cloud.tencent.
com/product/ft) and Face Fusion (腾 讯 云 神 图 ·
人脸融合, https://cloud.tencent.com/product/
facefusion), which allow generation of photorealistic but fake facial images. In addition to the online services on Tencent Cloud, Tencent also provides
a separate Tencent Youtu AI Open Platform (腾讯
优图·AI 开放平台, https://open.youtu.qq.com/)
for developers to use. Tencent Cloud Shentu services seem to be based on techniques from the Tencent Youtu AI Open Platform. Figure 6 shows a
screenshot of the open platform, with an example of
deepfake-based face gender transformation.
Another application of deepfake in China is
cloud-based services for generating synthesised graduation photos (云 毕 业 照). Such services generate synthetic graduation photos based on uploaded facial images of the user and their classmates and teachers. They have become popular
among students due to the COVID-19 pandemic,
which has prevented many students from having
a proper graduation ceremony and physical opportunities of taking graduation photos in the real
world. One such service was provided by Tencent Cloud (腾讯云, https://cloud.tencent.com/
developer/article/1650422) in the summer of
2020.

Deepfake Detection Tools and Services
Similar to the case of deepfake generation, for
deepfake detection, most web pages we inspected
referred to software tools and online services developed by non-Chinese researchers, developers or
companies. Notable examples include the Google-led
Project Assembler (https://projectassembler.
org/), Microsoft Video Authenticator (https:
//blogs.microsoft.com/on-the-issues/2020/
09/01/disinformation-deepfakes-newsguardvideo-authenticator/), Sensity Detection API
(https://sensity.ai/api-2/), and Deepware
Scanner (https://scanner.deepware.ai/).
A number of Chinese online services are also
mentioned in some web pages we inspected. These
included Baidu Security Deepfake Face Detection
platform (百度安全深度换脸检测平台, https://
anquan.baidu.com/product/deepfake), Baidu AI
Open Platform’s Synthetic Face Detection tool (百度
AI 开放平台合成图检测, https://ai.baidu.com/
tech/face/spoofing), Tecent Cloud Anti-Deepfake
(腾 讯 云 换 脸 甄 别, https://cloud.tencent.com/
product/atdf), and RealAI’s DeepReal Deepfake
Content Detection platform (DeepReal 深 度 伪 造
内容检测平台, https://deepfakes.real-ai.cn/).
Some web pages also mentioned deepfake detec-
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Figure 7: The cover page of the 2020 Tencent AI White Paper (source: https://tech.sina.com.
cn/roll/2020-07-14/doc-iivhvpwx5201226.shtml). The white paper was jointly produced by Tencent Research Institute (腾讯研究院, https://www.tisi.org/) and Tencent Youtu (腾讯优图, https:
//open.youtu.qq.com). Tencent Research Institute is the research arm of Tencent, covering all areas of
research activities including AI. Tencent Youtu is the brand name of the Tencent Computer Vision R&D
Center (腾讯计算机视觉研发中心), which was known as Tencent Youtu Lab (腾讯优图实验室) before
2018.
tion features in NetEase Yidun (网易易盾, https:
//dun.163.com/), but we did not find an explicit
mention of such features on the system’s oﬀicial web
site. Most such systems are paid services but some
offer free trials (e.g., the services provided by Tencent and Baidu).

Editorial Comments

Tencent AI White Paper (《腾讯人工智能白皮书：泛
在智能》, https://tech.sina.com.cn/roll/202007-14/doc-iivhvpwx5201226.shtml, see Figure 7
for its cover page) suggests the use of the more neutral term “deep synthesis” to replace the negativeleaning term “deepfake” (see Section 4.3 of the white
paper). This suggestion is not surprising for a company like Tencent, which has a lot of interest in the
entertainment sector, e.g., Tencent Pictures (腾讯
影业, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tencent_
Pictures) and Tencent Animation and Comics
(腾 讯 动 漫, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Tencent_Animation_and_Comics), in addition to
its main business in the ICT sector.

One major observation for deepfake generation is
that most software tools and online services have a
legitimate purpose, e.g., entertainment, fashion, productivity enhancement, family life, and digital arts.
It is therefore not surprising to see that many Chinese companies are very active in producing deepfake
When looking at the content of the Chinese web
generation tools and services. Considering many pos- page mentioning deepfake software tools and onitive applications of deepfake techniques, the 2020 line services used by non-researchers, we can see a
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clear trend of rapid commercialisation. Many Chinese companies active in the ICT sector (e.g., Tencent and Baidu) are regularly publishing research
papers on deepfake generation and detection, and
they have regularly stated that their latest research
results are being actively incorporated into their
products and services. In addition, some university
researchers have transferred their research quickly
through university spin-offs, e.g., RealAI’s DeepReal platform is developed by a university spin-off
of the Institute for Artificial Intelligence at the Tsinghua University (清华大学人工智能研究院, http:
//ai.tsinghua.edu.cn/). This rapid commercialisation trend is not unique for Chinese companies,
but a common phenomenon in the ICT sector across
the world.
An interesting trend in commercialisation of
deepfake is that many major ICT companies in
China have decided to welcome the open source
ideology. A good example is Tencent, which set
up its Open Source Management Oﬀice (开 源 管

理 办 公 室) in 2018 (https://kuaibao.qq.com/
s/20190627A0140C00). The open source projects
Tencent has released include some from Tencent Youtu (https://www.infoq.cn/article/
wo0a9qtwivtgwwjatsfg), e.g., a number of open
frameworks and libraries that can support development of deepfake-related applications. Most
such open source projects are released on GitHub,
which is the most actively used open source
repository among AI researchers and developers. The repository of Tencent on GitHub is
available at https://github.com/Tencent, and
that of Tencent Youtu at https://github.
com/TencentYoutuResearch.
One
deepfakerelated supporting library from Tencent Youtu
is
FaceAttribute-FAN
(https://github.com/
TencentYoutuResearch/FaceAttribute-FAN),
which can be used to detect 40 different facial attributes as a pre-processing step of face swapping or
face fusion.
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Deepfake-related Crime and Legal Issues
Introduction
Originally, we hoped to identify some Chinese research papers on psychological aspects of deepfake.
However, our research queries did not return any
psychology-related papers. Instead, a number of papers on deepfake-related crime and legal issues were
returned. We expected that this topic would be of interest to our readers, so we decided to switch to this
topic and selected two representative papers. Before
delving into descriptions of the two papers, we first
introduce a recently passed, deepfake-oriented regulation in China, as useful background.

senate-bill/3805) and the DEEP FAKES Accountability Act (https://www.congress.gov/
bill/116th-congress/house-bill/3230) were introduced at the federal level in 2018 and 2019,
the Cyberspace Administration of China (CAC),
China’s Ministry of Culture and Tourism and National Radio and Television Administration jointly
defined the Regulation for Managing Online Audio
and Video Information Services (RMOAVIS, 《网络
音视频信息服务管理规定》, http://www.cac.gov.
cn/2019-11/29/c_1576561820967678.htm), which
became effective from 1st January 2020. This regulation was defined with potential abuse and misuse
of deepfake in mind, and several articles explicitly
refer to generation and spreading of deepfake-based
false information:
• Article 10 requires service providers to conduct
a security evaluation for deepfake-based services;
• Article 11 bans the use of deepfake for creation
of fake news and requires service providers to
clearly mark deepfake-generated media;

Collectively, the two papers indicate the need to
refine current criminal law legislation in China and
operational guidelines to better manage deepfakerelated crime, without unnecessarily harming legitimate use of the deepfake technology. While the discussions focused on Chinese law, we believe that
the general principles also hold for other jurisdictions. Given the fact that the UK has not introduced
any deepfake-specific legislation, the recommendations given in the two papers can help inform law
makers in the UK.
A notable missing point in both papers is the legitimate and defensive use of deepfake, e.g., a user
creates a deepfake profile image to avoid being targeted by criminals on online social networks. This
can make it even harder to define the legality and
criminality of the use of deepfake.

• Article 12 requires service providers to deploy deepfake detection techniques and to remove deepfake-based false information once
detected;
• Article 13 requires service providers to establish mechanisms to debunk deepfake-based rumour;
• Articles 12 and 13 both require service
providers to report deepfake-based false information to relevant authorities.

Article 8 of this regulation also asks service providers
to follow China’s Network Security Act to verify real
identities of their users (who create user-generated
content). The regulation does not explain what this
real-identity verification mechanism is for, but it can
clearly help deter malicious use of deepfake images
and videos and facilitate investigation of such meDeepfake-related Legislation in China
dia. While this regulation has deepfake in mind, its
text does not actually use the term “deepfake”, but
Following the precedence in the US, where “deep learning”. This is aligned with the call in the
the Malicious Deep Fake Prohibition Act (https: 2020 Tencent AI White Paper to not use the term
“deepfake”.
//www.congress.gov/bill/115th-congress/
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Two Selected Papers
Li (李腾) [3] presented his view on how China’s
criminal law should be applied to address challenges
and risks caused by deepfake. He first discussed three
aspects: 1) the necessity of applying criminal law to
address deepfake’s harm to individuals and the society as a whole; 2) the appropriateness of applying
criminal law by arguing the easy access of deepfake
tools and the diﬀiculties of detecting deepfake; and
3) the feasibility of applying criminal law by looking at related legislation in other countries (mainly
the USA). For the third aspect, the author also argued that the RMOAVIS defined in 2019 does not
include suﬀicient details to be very practical, e.g., it
is unclear if user-generated deepfake videos that do
not represent or spread fake news or rumour should
be clearly marked or banned, and the RMOAVIS
does not clearly define obligations of actual content
creators (users on many online services) or how noncompliance can be managed. Based on the discussions, the author further proposed to consider dual-

(a) Li (李腾)’s work [3]

ity of deepfake (i.e., legitimate/benign and illegitimate/malicious application) at the macro level and
preventative measures at the micro level. Finally, the
author proposed a concrete “personal data protection + application management + platform monitoring” approach, for applying criminal law to deepfakerelated crime and online harms.
Editorial Comments
The duality of deepfake means more than just
the two applications of the technology (legitimate/benign and illegitimate/malicious).
It is also about the complicated interactions
between the two sides, e.g., a deepfake mobile
app may be created for a legitimate purpose,
but is later misused by malicious parties
for illegitimate purposes. Some applications
by nature have a mixed flavour of being
legitimate and illegitimate. For instance,
the DeepNude app had sparked questions on
moral and ethical responsibilities of the devel-

(b) Xiong (熊波)’s work [7]

Figure 8: The first page of the two papers covered in this section [3, 7].
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oper (https://www.vice.com/en/article/
qv7agw/deepnude-app-that-undressesphotos-of-women-takes-it-offline) and
its use of such an app (particularly for fake
revenge porn purposes) may not be legal in
many jurisdictions.
While this paper does not cover any technological aspects, the proposed “personal data
protection + application management + platform monitoring” approach can inspire researchers and technologists to develop useful
software tools, for monitoring the use of deepfake techniques to provide protection to victims, e.g., automatically detect fake revenge
porn posted on social media and inform victims and law enforcement agencies.
Xiong (熊波) [7] looked at the risks and limitations of enlarged criminality when applying criminal
law to manage deepfake-related offences. He first discussed a number of reasons why there are risks of
enlarged criminality: 1) simply treating deepfake as
illegal information, as defined in criminal law, does
not take into consideration the fact that deepfake’s
harm is often more limited than other criminal activities; 2) automated visits to and spreading of deepfake should be excluded for defining the threshold
of criminality; 3) the definition of deepfake distributors’ intent may be too broad and vague; and 4) automated collection of data should be considered more
flexibly. The author suggested that we should follow
more restrictive principles when applying criminal
law to deepfake-related crime, in order to protect
freedom of speech, to adhere to criminal law’s proportionality principle and technical characteristics of
deepfake generation methods, and to avoid harming
legitimate online resource sharing. Finally, based on
the four reasons of enlarged criminality, the authors
proposed four corresponding operational guidelines:
1) applying analysis of legal benefits to selectively
consider different types of deepfake information; 2)
excluding automated visits to and sharing of deepfake information; 3) restricting the intent of deepfake
distributors to direct intent; and 4) avoiding criminalising automated collection of non-personal data
for deepfake generation.

Editorial Comments
For the third reason of the extended criminality (“the definition of deepfake distributors’ intent may be too broad and vague”),
Xiong (熊波) focused on the intent of deepfake distributors only. While this is an interesting area to consider, the intent of deepfake creators should also be covered. Although one may argue that deepfake creators always have a direct intent (since they
know the created data is fake), their intent
is not necessarily illegitimate or malicious.
As an example, most users of MyHeritage
Deep Nostalgia (https://www.myheritage.
com/deep-nostalgia) should have a very legitimate reason to use the online service, but
created deepfake videos could be distributed
by malicious parties for illegitimate purposes.
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